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Abstract. Deep-learning based techniques are increasingly being used
for different machine learning tasks on knowledge graphs. While it has
been shown empirically that these techniques often achieve better predictive performances than their classical counterparts, where features
are extracted from the graph, they lack interpretability. Interpretability
is a vital aspect in critical domains such as the health and financial
sector. In this paper, we present a technique that builds a decision tree of
class-specific substructures in order to classify different entities within the
knowledge graph. We show how our proposed technique is competitive
to current state-of-the-art deep-learning techniques on four benchmark
datasets, while being fully interpretable.
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Introduction

Graphs are data structures that are useful to represent ubiquitous phenomena
such as social networks, biological protein reactions and recommendation systems.
One of their strengths lies in the fact that they add an extra dimension to the data
by explicitly modeling interactions, through the form of edges, between individual
units (i.e. nodes) [6]. These graphs can also be used to represent knowledge bases,
which are repositories of domain or expert knowledge. Today, these graphs are
increasingly being leveraged for various machine learning tasks [23]. One of these
tasks is to classify nodes into one out of a set of discrete classes, which is the
focus of this study.
Different types of approaches can be identified in order to classify nodes in a
knowledge graph. A first group of approaches are classical ones. Here, information
about the structure of the graph is explicitly encoded into a feature vector, which
can then be fed to a machine learning model [9]. Examples of such features
are indications of the presence of specific local neighbourhood structures [10]
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and graph statistics [1]. The disadvantage of this type of approach is that it
is not agnostic: they need to be tailored specifically for the task at hand and
application domain at hand. Another popular classical approach, which is more
task-agnostic, is applying kernel methods [20], which measure similarity between
two knowledge bases, either directly on their graph representation [11,21,22] or
based on description logics [4]. Unfortunately, using pairwise similarity measures
as features is often a lot less interpretable than using human-understandable
variables. A second type of approach, which have been gaining immensely in
popularity, is representation learning. The goal is to create a mapping from
the graph-based structures onto low-dimensional numerical vectors that can be
used for downstream machine learning tasks [5]. These vectors can be created
through tensor factorization [13], or by applying unsupervised deep-learning
techniques, such as Word2Vec [12] on walks extracted from the graph [14,2,16].
Representation learning can be seen as completely task-agnostic, it is even the
case that representations can be re-used for multiple task. Moreover, these techniques often tend to achieve higher performances than, for example, their kernel
or classical feature-based counterparts. The disadvantage of these approaches
is that by mapping an entity into a low-dimensional latent representation, all
interpretability is lost. A final and very recent approach are graph networks,
which are adaptations of neural networks that can directly work on graph-based
data [3,8,18]. Again, this technique can be seen as a black box, making it very
hard or even impossible to extract any insights from the model.
In this paper, we present a technique that can classify unseen entities or nodes
from the KG, given some already labeled entities. It does this by building a
decision tree consisting of useful substructures, extracted from the neighborhood
of the labeled entities, which are very discriminative for a certain class. The
technique is domain-agnostic, while resulting in a white-box model that uses
interpretable features to classify new unseen nodes.

2

Methodology

In this section, we first explain some fundamental concepts, followed by an
elaboration of the different steps of our algorithm.
2.1

Entity Classification: Problem Definition

Given a multi-relational directed knowledge graph G = (V, E, `), constructed
from a knowledge base of triples, where V are the vertices or entities in our graph,
E the edges or predicates and ` a labeling function that maps each vertex or
edge on its corresponding label. Moreover, we are provided with a list of entities
V with a corresponding vector of discrete labels y. Our goal is to construct a
model or hypothesis h(.) based on V and y that minimizes a loss function L(.),
and which generalizes well to unseen vertices:
arg min L(y, h(V ))
h
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2.2

Neighborhoods, Walks and Wildcards

We characterize each instance v ∈ V , by its neighborhood N (v) of a certain
depth d. The neighborhood of v is a graph that contains all vertices that can
be reached with d or less steps from the instance v. It can easily be extracted
by performing a breadth-first-traversal. As done by de Vries et al. [22], we first
transform our graph to remove its multi-relational aspect. To do this, each
(subject, predicate, object) triple from the original knowledge base can be
represented by three labeled nodes and 2 unlabeled edges (subject → predicate
and predicate → object). This transformation reduces the complexity of the
further elaborated procedures, without a loss of correctness, since a distinction
between entities and predicates is no longer needed.
We define a walk as a sequence of vertices. Due to our previously discussed
transformation, this sequence will consist of consecutive vertices and edges from
the original graph. The first vertex within this walk is often called the root of the
walk, which serves as a placeholder that is replaced by a specific vertex depending
on the context. We notate a walk as root → e0 → v1 → e1 → . . ..
We introduce a new special type of hop for our walks, which we call a ‘wildcard’
and notate by an asterisk ∗. The semantics of this wildcard is that any edge or
vertex label can be matched on that position in the sequence. This enables the
walks to have more expressive power. To illustrate this, imagine that the presence
of an entity of a specific type T is very discriminative for a certain class. It is
possible that only the fact that this entity is of that type carries information,
while the specifics of the entity itself are unimportant. As such, this could be
represented by a walk root → ∗ → ∗ → rdf : type → T .
2.3

Inducing a decision tree of discriminative walks

In this study, we will focus on a special type of walk. A walk of length l has a
root placeholder, followed by l − 2 wildcards and ending in a specific vertex v,
i.e. root → ∗ → ... → ∗ → v. As mentioned, the first hop, root, is replaced by v
whenever we want to search for it in its neighborhood N (v). Alternatively, we
can simply represent these types of walks by a tuple: w = (v, l). These type of
walks allow to be searched in a neighborhood in constant time, while already
possessing a rich amount of expressive power, as we will demonstrate empirically
further. When extracting a neighborhood of depth d, we keep track of d different
sets {N i (v) | 1 ≤ i ≤ d}, where N i (v) stores the nodes that can be reached in
exactly i hops. Whenever we want to search for a certain walk w = (v, l) of
that type in a neighborhood, we only need to check whether v appears in N l (v),
thus avoiding the need to traverse parts of the graph. This allows us to quickly
perform a brute-force search on all combinations of vertices v and lengths, up
until a specified maximum.
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Our goal is to mine a walk w = (v, l) that maximizes information gain, which is
defined as the (weighted) reduction in entropy obtained by partitioning the data.
To calculate this, we partition our set of nodes into two mutually exclusive sets: a
set of nodes for which the walk can be found and a set of walks for which the walk
cannot be found. Afterwards, we can measure the entropy of the corresponding
labels in these two sets in order to calculate the difference.
Often, one walk is not enough to create a perfect separation between the different
classes in the feature space, especially when dealing with a multi-class problem.
Therefore, we recursively build a decision tree by partitioning our data after
mining the most discriminative walk into a set of nodes for which the walk can be
found and a set for which the walk cannot be found. While decision trees possess
excellent interpretability characteristics, they can be prone to overfitting [17].
Therefore, two hyper-parameters that allow for pre-pruning, which are conditions
on which the algorithm halts, are introduced. On the one hand, the algorithm
halts when a certain depth (max depth) is reached. On the other hand, the
algorithm stops when the amount of samples in a particular node of the decision
tree is lower than a specified amount (min samples leaf).

3

Results

In this section, we will demonstrate the predictive power of our proposed approach
by comparing its accuracy on benchmark datasets with accuracy scores for two
recent state-of-the-art techniques: rdf2vec [14] and Relational Graph Convolutional Networks (r-gcn). We extracted four datasets, from varying domains,
from a public repository set up by Ristoski et al. [15]. For each of the benchmark
datasets, we use the same train-test partitioning as provided by the original
repository. For all classifiers, no pre-pruning was applied and trees were thus
grown until the training set was perfectly classified. The neighborhood depth,
and the maximum depth of the extracted walks was equal to 8, as was done
in the study of Ristoski et al [14]. For each dataset, we performed 5 runs. The
average accuracy scores achieved on the test set and their corresponding standard
deviations are summarized in Table 1. The results for r-gcn and rdf2vec are
taken directly from Schlichtkrull et al. [19]. As can be seen, the performances
of all three techniques are competitive to each other. Only on the AM dataset,
our technique performs slightly worse than both others, while on the MUTAG
dataset, our technique outperforms the two others, albeit with a higher variance.

4

Conclusion and Future Work

In this study, we proposed to build a decision tree in a recursive fashion. The
advantage of this approach is that it is fully interpretable and the model, or
at least the path to a certain prediction, can easily be visualised to a domain
expert. While our implementation is a first proof-of-concept, results are already
very promising as the technique is competitive to current state-of-the-art on four
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Dataset

r-gcn

rdf2vec

Walk Tree

AIFB
BGS
MUTAG
AM

95.83 ± 0.62
83.10 ± 0.80
73.23 ± 0.48
89.29 ± 0.35

88.88 ± 0.00
87.24 ± 0.89
67.20 ± 1.24
88.33 ± 0.61

89.44 ± 2.08
86.90 ± 1.38
73.82 ± 5.61
86.77 ± 0.59

Table 1. The accuracy scores of Relational Graph Convolutional Networks (r-gcn),
rdf2vec and our proposed approach on four benchmark datasets.

tested benchmark datasets. It even outperforms current techniques on one of the
four datasets. Nevertheless, potential improvements can still be made. Examples
of possible extensions are a post-pruning phase and experimenting with other
splitting criteria than information gain. Moreover, ensemble techniques can be
used to construct a collection of different decision trees in order to reduce the
model variance. One straight-forward ensembling technique is bagging, where we
induce multiple decision tree on subsets of training instances, which are sampled
from the original training set through bootstrapping. One other alternative, that
has proven great success in the domain of timeseries classification [7], is to step
away from mining these discriminative substructures one by one in a recursive
fashion, but instead mine a large collection of substructures and then create
feature vectors based on the presence or absence of these substructures. Finally,
it should be noted that the concept of a walk is not a necessity in the proposed
approach, as only the last hop on that walk determines whether or not it can be
found in a neighborhood. Nevertheless, using a walk as representation is more
intuitive and easily allows for further extension upon this data structure, such as
heuristically filling in wildcards on the walk to try and improve the information
gain or plugging in more complex data structures than single vertices (e.g. trees
and subgraphs).
Code availability An implementation of the algorithm is available on Github1 .
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